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EDITORIAL
Well, that was a year eh? If you had told me 12 months ago that (A)We
would have a 37 year old woman as Prime Minister in New Zealand. And
that (B) Avatar still wouldn’t be shooting by the end of 2017, I’d have asked
you what you were on and could I have some?
Our beloved industry has seen more than it’s shares of ups and downs
in 2017. We have seen the work flow peak and plummet with dismaying
regularity. Perhaps wondered where the local productions have gone. And
somehow made it here, still doing enough to call ourselves People Who
Work in Film but maybe wondering just how much longer we can stay on
the rollercoaster and is there any other industry we would fit into.
The end of 2017 brings us a review of the ‘Hobbit Law’, the promise of
several big projects to get us through 2018 (which I write with some deja
vu) and a heatwave which is making the urban types very happy but is
breaking the hearts of farmers, wine makers and orchardists up and down
the country. One season of drought or a month of heavy rain can wreck
their entire year. Well, that’s the weather. It’s always going to let us down
and we live with the fact that we can’t control it, only prepare for the worst.
But it seems to me that since we work in an industry controlled by people,
not climate systems, we should be able to control our peaks and slumps a
lot better than we do.
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Surely with more co-ordination and communication between the studios
and our own industry bodies, it should be possible to avoid the pile-up
of 2016 and the relative drought of 2017 and instead plan for a couple
of sustainable years. It’s not impossible. It just takes will, imagination and
communication.
Anyway, that’s us for a year. Stay safe, treasure your friends and families,
and we’ll see you – hopefully on set – in 2018.
Love your work,
Graeme Tuckett (GT)
Editor NZTECHO Magazine.
Owner and Operator of Crew Wellington and Crew Auckland.
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N Mark (Goat) Gillings (RIP) for all the invaluable work, guidance and
suggestions as The Blue Book was transformed.
N Also Sioux Macdonald, Teuila Field, Sue Sparks and Nick Treacy…
N Ben Morris for his ongoing administrative support.
N Steve King for his assistance with the Facebook page.
N Brendon Durey, Tony Johnson and Sioux Macdonald for dealing with
the Minister over the Hobbit Law review.
N Chris McKenzie,(Auckland) Ken Saville (Wellington) and
Waka Attewell (Queenstown) for imparted historical knowledge /
stories/ information at the launches.
N Kelly Lucas for all her assistance in event managing our launches.
N And an extra Chocolate Fish to Karla Rodgers for continuing to get
the Guild funding from the NZFC and for her continued hard work.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

With over 20 years in the film industry,
Karla Rodgers is now executive officer for the Techos’ Guild.

Executive Officer Karla Rodgers on 2017 and what’s still to be done.
Kia Ora All,
Well we did it! We launched our new name, our new branding, and
released the 2017 Blue Book and it all came together with three fabulous
parties to celebrate the Guilds 30 Year Anniversary. For those of you who
attended the celebrations you have to agree they were great parties, with
each event rolling into the wee hours of the morning! It was a brilliant
opportunity for many to meet the old guard, and hear the history of the
Guild, for others the opportunity to exchange stories and reconnect with
colleagues in a non-work atmosphere. For many, including myself it was a
chance to truly appreciate how outstanding our Guild has been over many
years and how broad our membership is. (30 Years as a non-profit organisation is an outstanding accomplishment in anyone’s books). Photos from
each event can be found on our website under Events. A small selection of
photos from the event can also be found on pages 12 and 13.
So as we transition from old to new, there is still a little housekeeping
for members. Although I sent an email notification out on the 31st
October advising that our email addresses have changed, not everyone
appears to have updated their records. The mothership has a new email
address which is info@screenguild.co.nz and accounts is now
accounts@screenguild.co.nz. The old emails are effectively inactive - so
please update your records.
By the time you receive this magazine, if you are an active paid up member
of the Guild you should have received your new hardcopy of the updated
Blue Book. These were posted out early December. We are so proud
of the final publication on many levels. Firstly to finally see all the years
of hard work (put in predominantly by Sioux Macdonald and Nick Treacy)
come to fruition. Another day or so and I wouldn’t have been surprised to
see either of them rip it up, throw it over their shoulders and walk into the
sunset. It was a massive task and I thank them on behalf of everyone at the
Guild for their perseverance, tenacity and staying power to see the task
completed right to the end whilst both were also running their own businesses. We must also thank SPADA and the NZAPG for their feedback
to ensure we had a document that all parties could agree on. Towards the
final stages, before it got to both these organisations, we additionally met
with various others in the industry to get their feedback and would like to
acknowledge the assistance in particular of Chloe Smith, Katie Kempe,
Mark Gillings, Annie Weston, Richard Bluck, Sue Sparks, Teuila Field, for
their production critique, Dianne Moffatt for sub-editing the document, and
Mick Sinclair for his legal overview and opinion.
So if you haven’t received your copy of the Blue Book it maybe because
your address details on the Guild’s website database are incorrect or out
of date. Since the launch of the new website, six months ago, all members
have been notified and reminded in the magazine, Rushes, AGM notifications, and launch notifications to log in and ensure their details are correct.
More than this, I cannot do.
The other hot topic over the past couple of months was news on the
proposed repeal of the Hobbit Law. All active members of the Guild,
were kept up to date with all communications between the new Minister
of Workplace Relations, Iain Lees Galloway and the Screen Industry Guild
regarding proposed changes to the “Hobbit Law” as started to unfold.
When the media broke this news, on the 29th October, The Guild adopted
a measured approach to ensure our comments and responses were
informed and not reactive. On the Monday prior to the announcement,

the Herald contacted Richard Bluck and myself for comment on what they
were quoting as the Governments “100 Day pre-election promised to
“repeal” the Hobbit law. This was before Government was in fact sworn
in which happened two days later, on the Wednesday. At the time both
Richard and I decided that to comment would be premature preferring
to wait until the Government was sworn in and an official statement had
been made. On Thursday before any official statement had been made or
ministers had been briefed the media went ahead and made a release. On
this news breaking I got in touch with the Senior Labour Press Secretary,
and asked whether the media release was accurate. The clarification
we received that day was that the Government had in fact said in its preelection promises that “they would look at ‘reviewing’ (not revoking) the
Hobbit Law and would make a ‘statement’ (not change) within the first 100
days”. Following this initial contact, we were put directly in contact with
the Ministers and within a week a representative group from the Screen
Industry Guild sat in front of the Minister and the head of MBIE to begin
a dialogue. The Minister was still sitting amongst unpacked boxes so we
were very privileged to have had such an early audience. It was agreed in
this early meeting that the Government would work with the Guild(s) and
would not rush into any changes as occurred when the law was initially
changed in 2011. Post this meeting the Minister has gone on record to
say that it is “business as usual” and that those who wish to remain working as ‘contractors’ should be able to do so moving forward. A week later,
the Screen Industry Guild invited the Minister and his Press Secretary to
meet at the Kumeu Studios for an official press release announcement.
The suggestion to hold the press announcement at the studios came from
the Screen Industry Guild in co-operation with Screen Auckland to give
the Minister an overview of projects that had been shot and the scale that
the NZ Screen Industry is working to. It is important to realise, for this new
Minister he had not previously seen first-hand the typical environment in
which we work. This second meeting helped to set up a healthy collaborative environment for Government and the screen industry moving forward
and as a result a “working group” is to be formed to advise policy makers
on the effects that changes to the law in relation to the screen industry will
have. Since these meetings all the Guilds and associated organisations
will over the upcoming weeks canvas our various memberships in a survey
to gauge feeling. Not all Guilds are going to want the same thing but we
need to find out what the general consensus is. This will then be presented
back to Parliament and from here we can begin to explore options.
So some food for thought. For those who are not members of the Screen
Industry Guild, please recognise the work we do is for the benefit of technical (below the line) crew with a wider vision for the health of the entire
NZ screen industry. The Screen Industry Guild is a non-profit organisation
supported by paid up Guild members and run predominantly by passionate
volunteers and the kind koha of professional advisors. If you take advantage of the “terms and conditions” set out in the Blue Book, a publication
created by the Screen Industry Guild, I would ask you to consider whether
as a “non-member” you are truly entitled to use these guidelines, or as an
“independent non guild contractor” you should state up front to any employing production company that you are not a member of the Guild and
would like to discuss your independent non Guild terms and conditions
of employment. If this has given you cause to reconsider your position,
you can go to our website and just click on “Join the Guild” to become a
member of this very special and necessary organisation.
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PRESIDENT’S RAVE

Richard Bluck is a cinematographer based on the Kapiti Coast. A long-standing
member of the Techos’ Guild, he took up the role of president in late 2014.

President Richard Bluck looks back on a momentous year for our industry and our Guild.
Its December again and the flurry of Christmas parties are in full swing. I
am supposed to be in Malaysia, shooting a battle sequence, in a container
port at night, for three weeks, to finish a film I have been shooting. It appears the CEO of the Port woke up one morning and thought: film crew,
guns, nights, car crashes, explosions, containers being smashed into each
other; good idea?... maybe not, so five days before we started shooting he
said NO. So, I’m home for Christmas, I think.
It’s warm, a summer that I missed last year because I was overseas in
winter. New Zealand is a wonderful place to live. The rest of the world is
exciting, there are a lot of adventures to be experienced, but home is a very
special place indeed.
It has been a tremendous year for the Techo’s Guild. We had 30 years history to celebrate. What an achievement. We have completed the revision of
the Blue Book, changed our name to The Screen Industry Guild, continued
the work on ScreenSafe for the Health and Safety of the Screen Industry
for the third and final year, upgraded our administrative systems to better
face the future and started a dialogue with the new Government about
the employment laws. We have continued to provide our normal service
of assessing overseas crews coming into New Zealand to ensure New
Zealand screen industry members are offered the opportunity of work on
international productions above others, and to help members work through
problems they are having with work situations.
And we celebrated this year – The Guild’s 30th Anniversary – a new name,
a new look, a new book.
I missed the parties, but I heard they were awesome. It was especially so
because of you, our members. You are the heart of this Guild, the heart that
has been beating for 30 years, and I hope for the next 30 years to come.
There is a group of people to thank. Karla Rodger’s, our Executive Officer;
Jane Scott, our Accounts Officer; Sioux Macdonald, our Vice President;
Brendon Durey, our Treasurer; Nick Treacy, our Auckland Chair and former
Treasurer; Kelly Lucas, our Event Organiser and the wonderful members
who spoke at the evenings – Chris Mckenzie, Ken Saville and Waka
Attewell. They were the heart of the event and you were the energy that
made it such a success.
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From the euphoria of the Anniversary we were suddenly plunged into the
unknown with regards to what is going to happen with the ‘repeal’ of the
‘Hobbit Law’. As an integral part of the industry, we raced out there and
made our positions known directly to the Minister in charge of Workplace
Relations. The bitterness of 2010 seemed about to come back to haunt
us. To begin with we spoke to the Minister, but the screen industry needs
to work this out together with the other Guilds and Unions, as well as the
Government, because we are all so interconnected. We rely on all the
disciplines involved in movie making to make this industry work. So, we
started a dialogue. A dialogue with the Government, a dialogue with the
other Guilds and unions. We all have our own voice and point of view but
we need to show that we can work together, so the Government can best
support us.
The issues that seem to be at the forefront of the debate are the right to
collective bargaining and the right to be a contractor or an employee. The
issue for large international producing companies, is the uncertainty of
whether a worker can change their employment status part way through a
job, which would discourage producers from wanting to gamble their money on something that is not clear from the outset. This is what the ‘Hobbit
Law’ achieved in creating back in 2010. Along with this there appears to
be opposite sides of the argument and I believe legally that a contractor
can’t collectively bargain. As technicians, we work happily by adhering for
the most part to the conditions laid out in the Blue Book. Other sectors
of the industry don’t have this ability, so here is a chance to work through
these issues and resolve them in a way that protects the unique aspects
of our New Zealand industry but also protects the members in it. Our
collaborative approach on Health and Safety (ScreenSafe) and Terms and
Conditions (Blue Book) has worked and has meant that people have had a
say in their lives.
I have worked in a number of different film cultures and our approach to
our industry is refreshing and inspiring. We need to remember that when
we talk through these issues. The most important thing to remember is we
own our industry, it is the people who make it special, so let’s work out the
best way forward as an industry together.

11:36 AM

Lifeguard & Safety have been working with Production Companies for
over 20 years, on projects ranging from music videos & film school
shoots, low budget television & features, up to major motion pictures.
We can help in the following areas;
Safety supervisors, on set medics, hazard identification & mitigation,
WorkSafe NZ compliance, marine coordination, water safety, and divers
for underwater support.
If it’s the Health & Safety at Work Act 2015 causing you concern, we
have been working with ScreenSafe, WorkSafe NZ & several legal
companies & consultants to find the best solutions for the Screen Sector.
Contact us if you have any questions regarding your next project.
Willy Heatley +64 27 451 6002
willy@guard.co.nz • www.guard.co.nz
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THE FINE PRINT

Tim Riley is a lawyer with Dominion Law, a specialist entertainment law firm that
recognises that creative people need creative lawyers.

We wish Mick Sinclar well as he recovers from cataract surgery and we are happy to take this opportunity to
re-present this fine and still relevant piece from Tim Riley.

The contract
Why is it that in this modern and democratic age, signing a contract can still feel a little like selling your soul
to the devil? Tim Riley looks at some common – yet questionable – contract clauses.
Someone once said ‘the contract is where the soul of man resides’. I think
it was Nietzsche or maybe Camus – it was possibly even my second-year
contract law lecturer. I don’t know where the soul of women resides. Not in
the contract clearly, which probably explains why women are more interesting than men.
It is a little known fact that the concept of a written legal contract was
invented during the age of slavery in the United States, and it was the
primary cause of the American Civil War. What happened was that
Thomas Jefferson proposed that rather than just submitting to the terms
of slavery imposed by their slave masters, slaves should in fact be able
to negotiate the terms and conditions themselves. And the conclusion
of these negotiations would be enshrined in a written document which
came to be called a ‘contract’.
So under these contracts, slaves could negotiate and agree upon such
things as how many beatings they should have to endure in a day and
what contractual breaches were punishable by being beaten to death
(as opposed, say, to being thrown down the well). Unfortunately (from the
point of view of slave owners) some slaves developed superior negotiating
strategies and in a Supreme Court case, which became famous in United
States jurisprudence (The State of Virginia v Thomas M’Buko), the court
upheld a contract in which the former slave, Thomas M’Buko, inserted
contractual provisions in his contract granting himself freedom and ownership of all the slave owner’s lands and possessions (including his wife).
Unfortunately (for him) the slave owner did not read the amended contract
closely before signing it and unwittingly agreed to these radical provisions.
As a result of cases such as these the South revolted, and the rest is history.
As a direct result of the history of the written contract outlined above,
contracts for services today still have a whiff of the slave-slaveowner
relationship, and for that reason I thought it might be useful to examine
a few typical contractual provisions that will arise in contracts you are
presented with. These clauses were actually submitted by a member, but
will be familiar to many of you (FYI the rest of this article is the serious
legal part, in case you can’t tell…):
1. The Contractor shall use his or her best endeavours to protect
and promote the reputation of the Producer and shall do nothing to undermine the Producer’s good reputation.
This is a common provision but often is worded in a way that simply
requires the contractor not to do anything that might harm the producer’s
reputation. In that more passive form it is quite reasonable as a contractor
will often be in a position where he/she could be seen by the public
at large as a representative of the producer. But when the clause goes
on, as this one does, to require a positive effort to protect and promote the
reputation of the producer, it goes too far in my view. Aside from the fact
that this is not what the contractor is being hired and paid for (generally),
the wording is so vague as to be virtually meaningless.

2. The Contractor agrees not to discuss the details of this a
greement with any persons not directly involved in negotiating
this Agreement.
Yes, because it’s so top secret that the world will fall apart if anyone knows
what’s in it! Sometimes this kind of provision is reasonable but usually not.
Confidentiality regarding the project for sure, but it doesn’t have to extend
to the agreement.
3. The Producer may require the Contractor’s services for up to
two additional weeks or part thereof at the end of Production
Period. The Contractor will remain available and, if required,
work the additional week(s) or part thereof. The Producer will
advise the Contractor of the likelihood of any extension being
required as soon as practicable.
Aside from the crime (unforgivable in my opinion) of using the word
‘thereof’, the problem with this kind of provision is that usually there’s no
extra money if the additional work is required. The tension with these types
of clauses, as always, is striking a balance between the needs of the producer to have some flexibility around start dates and production schedules
and the needs of the contractor to enjoy the benefits of food and shelter.
You can’t be available for extended periods of time and no pay for one
project when it means missing out on other work.
4. Not withstanding 3.1 above, the Contractor also agrees to work
the hours that are required by the Producer or the Production
Manager whether or not those days are Shooting Days or part
of the Shooting Week.
The effect of this clause when read with 3.1 (which I haven’t reproduced)
is that although you are being paid to only work a five-day week, you could
be required to work a seven-day week for no extra money. I’d file this in the
‘hey what are you complaining about! You’re lucky to have a goddamned
job!’ category.
And now for my Free Advice
The sample clauses above are pretty standard. Sometimes they are less
stringent, sometimes more so. So don’t be afraid to negotiate. Negotiation
should always precede the signing of a contract. You have to be realistic
about what is achievable (there is nothing more annoying than contractors
making ridiculous and unreasonable requests). You have to bear in mind
the commercial realities of the project. But don’t forget you have your own
commercial realities too!
The best thing to do (warning, shameless plug coming up) is to engage a
lawyer to have a quick read of the contract before signing. Someone who
knows the industry well (someone like, ahem, me, for instance) can quickly
identify the negotiating points. You won’t be able to get rid of clauses like
the ones referred to here, but you should be able to make some modifications to alleviate the harshness. And isn’t that what life’s all about…
alleviating the harshness.
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IN FOCUS

We don’t speak
its name ...
Our man in Otaki Waka Attewell was invited to speak at the recent 30th
anniversary of the Guild knees-up in Queenstown. Here’s a few of his musings
on what it all means.

You are not required to think that any production is a great idea or care whether it’s possible
to carve out three films and a sequel from a long
book or the fact that a soppy romance novel set
in and around a-lonely-wind-swept lighthouse
is great cinema.
It’s here and it’s now and the simple fact that
the phone rang at all, fills your mind with hope
and delight. You never thought you’d hear that
sound ever again… and, for the first time in
months, your heart is a bit glad. You’re immediately tempted to pick up the phone and tell the
bank manager he’s an agent of the neo-liberal
cabal, but instead you ring him to share the
good news about the mortgage not being an issue for a few more months.

Employment is everything.
Without question, (oh god yes!)
employment-is-everything!
This is freelance.
During the last few weeks the Guild has been
celebrating the thirty years of its existence.
We’ve also tweaked the name. I’ve been to two
of the celebratory events. A couple of times the
conversation has headed down the ‘why do we
need the guild?’ road. It got me to thinking of
a good answer, since I was asked to speak in
the form of wisdom and reflection at the
Queenstown event.
Witty repartee and really funny anecdotes…
gulp.
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Suffice to say I was a bit nervous over the
prospect of filling in for Albol so I tended to
over-prepare. I dragged out all the old notes I’d
started years ago when writing a-tell-all book
on the New Zealand film and TV business. I’d
forgotten how much I’d forgotten.
Twenty-one pages of notes came down to two
great punchlines. I thought at least one would
get a laugh and the other I’d have up my sleeve in
case the first was really in need of a companion.
They went in this order: ‘Sign it or Fuck OFF!’
and ‘hit him in the face, that’s what I pay him for.’
The setup line was ‘So why do we need a
guild anyway?’
There’s tension on the set, the star is about to
enter and deliver some amazing bullshit to
make this all worthwhile. I mean, the set has
been rebuilt after the last attempt and at great
expense demolished to be re-build again. Three
hours go by and we wait another ten, and then
nearly — but alas — a young AD, with a radio
flapping on hip, comes running (yes running)
through the door, only to announce that there
are ‘issues.’ Finally it’s now seventeen hours and
four of the stunt performers have been in rubber since 4:00am. IT finally arrives and a light
foam loofah is painted green to be the sword
one day, thanks to the magic of CGI. The rubber stunt person, with seventeen hours on the
floor, stands opposite The Star (now known as
He-whose-shit-doesn’t-stink) and does a test tap
around about the place of the face, but not too
close, a feather tap perhaps upon a fragile gossamer… OWW!
Oh heck! Drama ensues, with threats of ‘fire
that imbecile.’ ‘How could you?’ can be heard
through a cluster-fuck of make-up technicians
and concerned management, and there’s a small
and quick meeting about the AD department
before the magic words are called. Roll camera is
heard almost as a whisper and the cluster clears,
the stunt performer steps forward and The Star
is asked to stand on the mark!

The rock-star is reluctant. But there’s a BOOMING demand from above: ‘Hit your mark
please!!!’ The loofah strikes at terminal velocity
onto the directed place: the face. AND CUT –
that’s a wrap for today.
Job done on day three of week three. Seventeen
hours and a total of three shots achieved. Some
crew might make it home before the next call
time most will sleep in their cars.
I guess you had to be there.
The book doesn’t name names. If you were there
you’ll remember the moment; if you weren’t
there you’ll remember who told you.
I’ve decided to title the book ‘He’s Queer and
I’m Driving.’ It’s a line from the original ‘Goodbye Pork Pie’, and there’s a slight whiff of ironic
metaphor about the title. It’s that moment in
the movie when the blonde hitchhiker is making
up her mind whether to get in the mini with the
two guys, and it sort of sums up the era and the
reluctant chap I once was.
We so desired the Hollywood way, and wished it
upon ourselves with more hope than you could
muster and then more after that. We needed
someone, anyone, from overseas to tell us we
were great…
So next time you have a contract thrust in front
of your face and are given the old tomato of
‘sign it, or eFF off ’ – think of the Bank Manager and the great art (not to mention fantastic
working conditions) you’ll be missing out on if
you don’t sign and (before you follow your heart
to the nearest WINZ office) remember we all
thought it was a great idea to invite them here in
the first place. After all, someone has to earn the
trickle down that we are entitled to, don’t they?
BTW - I never did have to answer the question
‘why do we need a guild’ after I’d used the two
punchlines a couple of times in passing conversations… and the after-dinner speech in Queenstown. You had to have been there and, for legal
reasons, if anyone asks I made the whole thing
up… I did, I really did.

For all your
Physical
Effects
Requirements
166 Railside Ave, Henderson, Auckland. Tel: +64 9 837 8641

www.filmfx.co.nz
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WIDE ANGLE

Staying sane
in a mad
business
Graeme Tuckett has some thoughts
about joining the circus and staying
healthy while we’re there.
We all have a story of how we came to be here.
How we finished up working in ‘the industry’.
And for many – maybe most of us - it’s a story
with a lot of twists and turns.
My own involves being between years at Waikato
University and going to sign on for the ‘summer
dole’. I already had an under-the-table job lined
up for the summer. So – being a smartarse - I
wrote ‘Lion Tamer’ in the ‘previous experience’
section of the form.
Nek minnit ... I’m offered a job banging in the
tent pegs and driving a van for Ringling Brothers
circus. Which led to building sets for a theatre
company. And a few years later that somehow
turned into running around the Marlborough
Sounds with a crate of wedges being yelled at on
my first ‘film job’. Some days I’m not sure I’ve
come very far since.
To this day I still talk about film crew as ‘the
ones who ran away and joined the circus’. And I
reckon it’s a pretty accurate description.

Look around any film set and you’ll see a diverse
collection of individuals. The ones who will
work their guts out and smile right through it
for an eighteen hour day if asked, sometimes for
no money. But who would recoil in horror if you
asked them to sit in an office or a shop doing
bugger all for 8 hours in a ‘real job’.
I’ve met the smartest, hardest working, most
competent and brilliant people in my life on film
sets. There are stone-cold geniuses in every department and every strata of our industry. And
– as with all the creative industries - also a lot of
mavericks, eccentrics and outsiders. In fact, the
geniuses and the mavericks are, as often as not,
the same people.
Add to that mix the fact that we work sporadically, with no ongoing job security, the long
hours, the weeks and months away from home
and family and the film industry starts to look
like an environment in which mental and emotional health issues would thrive. Which, as we
all know, it is.
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Mental illness is pretty damn common,
especially in our industry. People are good at
hiding it, and our professions make it easy
to mask. We’re in an industry where allnighters are normal, obsession can be called
passion, and the momentum just keeps going
forward so fast nobody can stop for a
minute to realize that something real is
actually wrong.
But these illnesses are like any other disease.
They need time and support to heal, possibly under the guidance of a healthcare
professional. Some of them need medication
to manage, and that’s as okay as taking
medication to manage high blood pressure
or diabetes. There is no shame in asking
for help, just as there’s no shame in going
to a general practitioner with migraines or
a podiatrist with foot pain. If you feel you
need help, try to ask someone. If you know
someone that needs help, offer to help. Or
simply offer friendship and support without
judgement. For some people, that can make
all the difference in taking whatever next
steps need to be taken.
Mental illness is often mistaken as a personality flaw, especially by the very person suffering from it: moody, short-tempered, weak,
lazy. And that makes sense in our profession,
where we’re harder on ourselves than any of
the critique we face every day.
Kylee Pena. CreativeCow.net
Full disclosure. Ten months ago I got diagnosed
with something that looks like a very low dose
of bi-polar disorder. Which came as no surprise
to anyone that knows me. It doesn’t stop me
doing anything or get in the way of my work.
But it’s a part of my life and probably always
will be. In response, at a doctor’s suggestion, I
put myself on a micro dose of Lithium (about
5% of what a clinical bi-polar patient would
receive) and felt my life – or at least my brain –
go through a transformation. For the first time
in my life I can measure my attention span in
hours, not minutes. And the anxiety and anger
that have been a constant white noise in the
background for every day of my adult life have
completely gone.
So when I sit down to write this, I do have an
idea of what I’m talking about. Even if you don’t
count yourself as one of the ‘outsiders and eccentrics’, then you still won’t have to look very
far on your next job to see that you work with
plenty of people who do.
So let’s talk about that.
A year back, Victoria University (the one in Australia) released a report into rates of depression,
anxiety, substance abuse and ‘suicide ideation’
(thinking positively about the idea of suicide).

The report found that the screen industry rates
for all of the above were well above the national
average. I’ve seen near identical figures from the
UK industry. So until someone does the same
research in NZ, I reckon it’s safe to assume that
the same numbers will apply to us.
44% of industry workers reported moderate to
severe anxiety. This is ten times higher than the
prevalence of anxiety in the general population.
An indicator of depression suggested levels in
industry workers may be as much as five times
higher than the general population.
Australian Entertainment Industry Workers
experience suicidal ideation 5-7 times more
than the general population and 2-3 times more
over a lifetime.
Suicide planning for Australian Entertainment
Industry workers is 4-5 times more than general
population.
“The report – which focused on performing artists and composers, performing arts
support workers and broadcasting and
media equipment operators – was alarming. Levels of moderate to severe anxiety in
the performing arts industry were 10 times
higher than the general population; levels
of depression in industry workers were up
to five times higher; and workers were four
to five times more likely to plan to commit
suicide, and twice as likely to attempt it.”
The Guardian. February 9, 2017.
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account every week. And then...nothing. The
withdrawal can be murder.
If you are in the absolute top tier of your department then you might usually know where the
next job is coming from. But for most of our
industry, massive work instability is something
we live with every day. And it’s not as if we can
plan a holiday in the downtime. Imagine not being available when the phone does ring with an
HOD asking us to join a new project. You don’t
just miss out on that gig, you might miss out on
every other job with that HOD after. Or at least,
that’s what the lack-of-work-security anxiety
tells us.
And even if we are working, a personality clash
or a change to schedule or budget can mean
‘Don’t Come Monday’ in film. It doesn’t happen
often, and there’s usually something substantial behind it, but knowing it could happen is a
source of far more fear than it really should be.
From the runner straight out of film school to
the producer on their twentieth feature film, this
is the reality of our chosen profession.

What attracted the headlines at the time were
the statistics on the higher profile workers; the
actors, musicians, dancers and writers. But what
got lost was the fact that the technicians and
road crew WERE EVEN MORE AT RISK THAN
THE PERFORMERS. The public perception of
the brittle, unstable performer and the cheerful,
resilient crew working behind them is wrong. Or
at least, never more than half right.
Kind of ironic I’d say, considering how often
we have all worked on films with mental health
issues central to their plots, that we hardly ever
talk about the very real crisis that is happening
behind the camera and in our workshops and
production offices.
But, we are film wankers. We pride ourselves on
our toughness, our resilience, our good humour
and our ability to get through it, or at least drink
enough to forget about it. Add to that cocktail of
self delusion the great Kiwi national identity of
being a tough pack of Bastards and Sheilas regardless of what industy we work in and you’ve
got yourself a pretty lethal environment for
anyone who really does need someone to talk to.
There’s a parallel crisis of suicide and depression
in our farming industry too. I’m guessing the
reasons are similar.
Also, in film we live from one job – and the
dopamine high that comes with it – to the next.
We experience days, weeks and months of great
company, interesting, challenging work and a
decent amount of money going into our bank

Like most of you, I’ve listened attentively
through a hundred Health and Safety briefings.
I’ve prepared and delivered ‘site introductions’
to point out the hazards of a filming location.
And I’ve rocked up to the on-set medics and
nurses with dislocated fingers, concussion twice,
rolled ankles, a few flash burns and an ocular
compression (don’t ask. It hurt.) I even managed to get myself hospitalised on a freebie, with
hypothermia. But never in twenty years in the
NZ film industry have I heard anyone say ‘I’m
not coping with this shit. I’m going to talk to the
shrink after work.’ ‘The shrink’ doesn’t exist, and
probably never will. But clearly the need for help
is there.
Listen, nine times out of ten, I reckon ‘hang in
there, it’s lunch soon’ is exactly the right advice
to give to a crew mate who is having a lousy day.
But there’s the other times, when ‘harden up’ just
isn’t enough.
We don’t let our mates drive home pissed, and if
we see needlessly risky behaviour on set we are
happy to step in and help make it safe. But we
are working every day with people who are at a
higher risk of suicide, addiction and crippling
depression than almost any other professional
group. Look around. Can you help? Do you need
help? Then say something. Because right now, all
we have is each other.

Graeme Tuckett is a Guild member. He is the editor of NZTECHO and the owner and operator of
Crew Auckland and Crew Wellington. He works in
Grip and Locations departments.
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Puffer Jackets:
Not For The
Faint-hearted
Those puffer jackets and vests we spend half our lives in? They have a dark side to
them you might not know about. Read on...
Andrew Knight is a veterinary Professor of Animal Welfare. He works for SAFE.
The towering spires of the Cuillin Ridge test even the
best of British climbers. On rare fine days these steelynerved athletes are rewarded with views far across the
North Sea, from the jagged top of the Isle of Skye.
Lesser souls such as myself reluctantly settle for the
lower reaches of this Holy Grail of British climbing.
One such day in 2016, after hauling ourselves as far
vertically as our nerves would allow, my partner and I
were admiring the sweeping ocean views.
Imagine our surprise when a small army of film
technicians suddenly joined us in our airy solitude! Up
traverses we’d been proud of carrying little more than
sandwiches, they’d somehow dragged a disturbing
weight of cameras and gear. They were there to film a
BBC Countryfile presenter, showcasing the remarkable
British landscape. We observed as he nobly strode
across an airy edge, silhouetted against the ocean,
in apparent solitude, with about 25 technicians and
bemused climbers struggling to keep out of the shot.
New Zealand one of the few places worldwide more
rugged than Skye. It’s jagged peaks, often snowcapped, have been scaled by many a film technician
toiling after actors searching for goblins, elves, hobbits
or similarly elusive creatures.
Little wonder, then, that puffer jackets seem so
ubiquitous within the industry. Readily available and
affordable, they’re warm and comfortable too, if not entirely fashionable. Large numbers regularly accompany
technicians on intrepid treks into the wilds. And even
just to downtown film locations.
Yet, how often do we stop to wonder from whence
all these brightly-coloured garments come? And
particularly, the downy heart that keeps us warm? How
exactly, do we coax ducks and geese to give up the
soft fluffy feathers attached to their skin, for use in our

jackets, sleeping bags, pillows, feather beds
and duvets?

Down: not for the faint-hearted
Eighty per cent of the world’s down is produced in
China and a video of its production was released by
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) in
2012.
Viewing is not for the faint-hearted. Birds are forcefully
restrained in stressful positions. Some are squeezed
upside down between workers’ knees, and in one
instance an investigator photographed a worker sitting
on a goose’s neck to prevent her escape. Workers
violently rip out fistfuls of feathers as quickly as possible. Skin is sometimes torn open, and workers sew
up wounds with needle and thread. The instruments
appear unsterilized, the technique is crude, and no
painkillers are evident.
Sometimes other abusive processes squeeze even
more profits from these exploited animals. Pâté de foie
gras production seeks to produce a fatty liver prized by
gourmands. Multiple times daily geese and ducks are
restrained and force-fed excessive amounts of grain
via throat tubes. Their livers swell up to ten times their
normal size. Some suffer fractures and other physical
injuries, infections, respiratory problems, heat stress,
diarrhoea and obesity.

An industry wakeup call
The 2012 PETA video was a wakeup call for the industry, which rapidly sprung into damage control mode.
Several companies claimed to have been unaware of
such abuse, and investigated their suppliers. Some were
promptly ditched, and companies established standards
such as the global Traceable Down Standard.
Administered by the international standards body NSF,
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this aims to ensure down is sourced from birds that
have not been live plucked or force fed. It also includes
traceability requirements, aiming to ensure that only
down from accredited suppliers is used in certified
goods. The Responsible Down Standard is similar.
The most highly ranked companies aim for down traceability from farms all the way through to finished goods,
and aim to avoid processing along with uncertified
down, to decrease risks of mixing in the factory. They
aim for inspections at various levels of the supply chain,
including parent farms, hatcheries, breeding and intermediary farms, and slaughterhouses, some of which
may be unannounced.

Whitewashing abusive treatment?
Unfortunately however, no brands comply with all such
standards, and many don’t even come close. Most rely
on certificates and supplier reports, rather than conducting inspections. European animal welfare group
Four Paws has ranked the animal welfare standards of
different brands. Fjall Raven and Patagonia are near the
top, with Kathmandu and Marmot at the bottom.
Only a tiny fraction of down products today even aspire
to such standards. Doing so increases costs, which
is a significant barrier in a market comprised mostly
of cheaper or unbranded products. And given that a
single bird, whether plucked live, or after slaughter for
human consumption, yields only some 60 grams of
down, the numbers can be enormous.
Japan alone imported the equivalent of 100 million
down harvests in 2016. Even if birds are kept alive and
plucked up to four times annually (which is very stress-

ful), a staggering 25 million birds would still
be required.
And what of those slaughtered for human consumption, with down a by-product? Most are kept in small
cages in giant sheds with no access to the outdoors.
Highly constricted, they’re denied the opportunity to
fulfil important natural behaviours, such as bathing in
water. They’re later crammed into trucks for a stressful
journey to the slaughterhouse, where they’re shackled
upside down. Some sustain fractured legs and wings.
A proportion will struggle and fail to receive a sufficient
electric shock before slaughter. These will retain some
level of consciousness whilst undergoing throat-cutting
and being subsequently immersed in tanks of scalding
water, to loosen their feathers. Down production just
increases economic incentives to use ducks and geese
in this way.

Alternatives to down
Fortunately, there are many alternatives. Unlike down,
which loses its thermal insulation qualities when wet,
polyester synthetics such as Thinsulate, FullRange,
PolarTec Alpha and PrimaLoft will keep you warm, and
involve no animal cruelty. They don’t collect dust or
mould, and are non-allergenic. High-street favourites
such as Topshop, Miss Selfridge, Warehouse, White
Stuff and many others have promised bans on down.
So, if the call of duty requires that you freeze yourself
in the great outdoors, spare a thought for the millions
of ducks and geese abused to make puffer jackets
each year. Please consider wearing something other
than down!
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Some of our favourite moments from the Auckland, Wellington and Queenstown 30th Anniversary
celebrations. More launch party photos can be seen at https://screenguild.co.nz/events

Auckland 30th Anniversary Launch – Dr Rudi’s Bar & Grill

Kelly Lucas (Launch Co-ordinator) / Patricia Watson (WIFT) / Karla Rodgers (E.O/SIGANZ)

Mark Jackson / Waka Attewell

Ardy Matthews / Ken Saville / Jacqui Woods (NZFC)

Scott Donaldson / Nic MacAllan

Philip “Scoop” Chandler / Waka Attewell
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Nick Treacy (Auckland Chair) / Sioux Macdonald (Vice President)

Dana Little / Nina Wells / Rewa Harre

Tui Ruwhiu (DEGNZ EO) / Neil Bosman (Hirepool)

Phil Copley / Nicola Provost

Jared Connon / Arne Nielson

Brendon Durey / Kirk Pflaum
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REGIONAL WRAP
Take one – Auckland
Summer is upon us again, and the weather has finally started to dry out
in the North after what felt like the longest, wettest winter in history.
With the build up to elections, we definitely noticed a turndown in local
television commercial production. This, coupled with the fact that so
many dramas came to an end during the winter without anything in the
pipeline to replace them, has found a lot of crew back in a similar position to 2013-2014 where there just isn’t enough work to go around
to keep everybody’s heads above water. It’s times like this, that if you
are a Head of Department, and do have some work that requires crew
under you, perhaps thinking about spreading a few crumbs around will
not only enhance your future pool of trusted crew, but will encourage
people to stay in the industry and not lose them to more permanent
employment in other industries. It’s a little like needing to build thousands of houses, but no builders are getting qualified, so in the end we
all end up living in substandard conditions.
Coming into the silly season there doesn’t seem to be the normal
volume of Christmas commercials being shot, and it would be fair to
say that the studios are not at capacity in the foreseeable future either.
Personally, I’m hoping that if our dollar keeps coming down, we may
see a sudden spike of work coming into New Zealand, and in turn it
may stimulate the local market somewhat.
With the new Government formed in September, came the media
push regarding the ‘repeal’ of the ‘Hobbit Law’ within the Governments first 100 Days in Parliament. Regardless of what personal
opinions or agendas are on this, it has been made clear to the Minister
of Workplace Relations that to rush anything through Parliament just
for the sake of their ‘100 day promise’ on a matter that is quite clearly
multi-faceted and complex would be foolish. We were encouraged
at the speed at which the Minister responded to our phone call after
the news stories broke, and that he accepted our suggestion of a
face to face meeting in his office only a week after they were sworn
into office. What became clear at this meeting was that as a fragile
industry, we need to approach any law changes that affect those within
it in a considered and responsible manner, that will not only protect
workers within all areas of film and television making, but will also not
discourage international productions from wanting to come here to do
business with us.
As a result of this, and subsequent meetings, the Minister has committed to working together with representatives of the industry, in an
attempt to cater for everyone in different roles within it. The ultimate
goal will be that crew and technicians who still wish to keep working
as ‘contractors’, will be able to continue doing so, whilst those that take
on more traditional ‘employee/employer’ relationships, will be able to
be recognised as ‘employees’ and be eligible for any benefits that this
entails. In the meantime though, it is business as usual, and we encourage members to carry on as you were when jobs come your way.
Amongst crew, it’s been another sad year, with the losses of several
crew such as Terry King, John Worley and just recently one of our
Executive Committee Members, Mark ‘Goat’ Gillings. For those of you
that knew Goat, you will know that he will leave a very big gap in the

New Zealand industry with his thoughtful and commanding presence
on and off set. Goat started his career as an electrician, and became
one of the most sought after Gaffers in the country, before making the
shift to Location Scouting and Management, and then after moving to
Queenstown he and his wife Pip, set up Map Productions, where he
concentrated on a role he was born for, as a 1st Assistant Director.
He was a great mentor to me when I bought Filmcrews as a young
ankle nipper, always available for advice whether I asked for it, or not,
and in the last 6 months he was incredibly proud to be involved in
helping me behind the scenes rewriting and editing the latest edition
of the Blue Book on behalf of the Guilds’ membership. His experience
and wealth of knowledge across the New Zealand and international
industries was greatly appreciated, and will be something I will always
cherish. The thing I keep seeing, as I get older, is that in this industry it
doesn’t matter exactly what your role is, and where you fit in the puzzle,
you are all needed to complete the final picture. We need to remember
this moving forward during the quiet times as well as when it’s busy.
Where one person leaves a gap, another must fill it, but it takes teamwork and forethought for us as an industry to
achieve this.
Sioux Macdonald, Guild vice president and executive committee member

Take two – Wellington
After a great start to the the year, work in Wellington has tapered off
pretty badly in the last half of 2017.
There’s been a nice little swag of web-series, a few TVC’s, two TV
shows – including the What We Do In The Shadows spin-off series,
and a lot of location scouts around town making noises about next
year, but for many Wellington crew these last few months have been a
bit too quiet for comfort.
Still, after the pile-up of 2015 and 2016, I guess we were overdue for a
business-as-usual year. It’s just always a little tough when one arrives.
Looking forward, and around, it seems to me that the Wellington
industry is still pretty buoyant and optimistic. We know that 2018 is potentially a monster for us and the rest of the country, and the change of
Government might even see a little more money available for local content and local drama. It seems years since our little city got a decent
representation on our TV screens. Paranormal Unit (see above) will be
great, but surely there’s a drama series script out there in someone’s
laptop that should see the light of day.
So, see ya 2017. I’m not sure what to make of you. It’s been a year of
travel, good times, frustrations, friendships coming and going, plans
being made and sometimes acted upon, a really startling heatwave
to round out the year and hopefully set us up for a stunning summer.
We will come roaring back in 2018 with more news, more ideas and –
hopefully – plenty of solid projects to get to work on.
Love your work,
Graeme Tuckett, Guild member
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Take three – Queenstown
2017 has rolled by at pace with some memorable projects in the
Southern Region such as Wrinkle in Time, MI6, some big TVCs
ahead of the Winter Olympics, and three Chinese/NZ Co-Productions.
Two Hollywood Blockbusters brought A-list celebs including Oprah
Winfrey, Tom Cruise, Reece Witherspoon to work in the area and
they ‘tweeted’ to the world how much they loved the country and the
amazing people.
The big winter TVCs pushed many crew to their limits working in the
freezing snow conditions, and delivered some impressive footage.
Watch out for the upcoming IOC TVC that was filmed entirely at night
in temperatures well below -10 degrees C, and involved some cutting
edge drone technology, and athletes (not actors) performing in conditions beyond their normal comfort zone.
The three Chinese/NZ drama shoots were true cross cultural projects
that both sides have enjoyed and learned from. Congratulations to
Annie Weston for Line Producing the recent Dynasty Warrior shoot,
a Chinese Hong Kong NZ Co Production shot around Queenstown,
Central Otago and Castle Hill with its share of challenges like a large
horse team, numerous extras in frocks with props and language /
cultural barriers. Many of the crew have commented on how much
they enjoyed working on the job and this comes from the job being
well prepped, managed and resourced.

And onwards we roll into 2018...
I’m not sure if the new Government can deliver on its promise to
“implement a long-term film industry strategy, developed with the
sector, to better manage the boom / bust cycle of New Zealand’s
film industry, so that emerging businesses can achieve the success
enjoyed by Weta, which can ride through film’s economic cycles.” but it certainly can’t do any harm to try!
The Southern lakes district has been boom and bust since the first
gold rush so it may take bit of work and infrastructure to even things
out now. A studio would be the obvious step to take away the reliance of needing to always be working outside on location so perhaps
if the government is serious then that might be a good start.
While we are waiting for that to happen I’m looking forward to a few
more busy months, quiet months and the variety of jobs and challenges this industry brings.
Happy Holidays.
Nic MacAllan, SIG QT Branch Secretary

Research shows that one of the key reasons these jobs come here
is because of the brilliance of the local crew - day one on the recent
Dynasty Warrior shoot was described by the Director as “without
fault”, so since December is a month of raised-glassed and celebration, I propose a toast to the players in this southern Screen Industry
Guild. Nice work Aces!
And a very special toast to Mark ‘Goat’ Gillings. It was with the greatest sadness that we farewelled Goat in November. As a long time
Guild member, friend and colleague to many in the industry here and
overseas Goat will be sorely missed.

Mick Sinclair

CREW

Experienced and highly regarded
DoPs, camera operators and sound
recordists specialisting in broadcast and
commerical production.
Documentaries

TV Series

Corporate

Commercials

Give us a call for quotes or enquiries
Auckland 09 373 4330 Wellington 04 499 9225

rocketrentals.com

Ph +64 9 360-9995 www.sinclairblack.co.nz
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IN MEMORY OF
Mark Gillings
On the 12 November of this year, my dear friend and film industry
stalwart Mark Daniel Gillings, known to most of us as “The Goat”
chose to end his courageous battle with the indiscriminate disease
we know as cancer, and headed forthwith to his beloved mountains.
Mark had spent some years working as a ski patroller/medic in both
New Zealand and overseas before returning to New Zealand in the
early 90’s and landing in Auckland. Through friends and connections,
he managed to acquire work in the film industry. Work, of course
was plentiful in that period and it was also handy that Mark was a
qualified electrician, so it wasn’t surprising that he would fall into the
lighting department.
We met at an industry party sometime in the early 90’s and as a couple of young guys full of bravado and with plenty to say, we became
firm friends and together off we set on our journey to prove ourselves
in the industry.
They were good years. Jobs lined up, working hard, making good
money for the times and of course plenty of good natured partying in
between.
We worked for all the gaffers of the day, Don Jowsey (whom Mark
told me he did his very first job with, wiring up lightbulbs) Danny Williams, Dave Brown, Richard Evans, Ian Beale, Kevin Reilly and others.
It was a great learning period for us both and we were able to take all
the experience and knowledge we’d learnt from these leading gaffers
with us when we both stepped up, and with respected cinematographer Ian Paul giving us both a chance, we began our own careers as
Gaffers in the Mid 90s.
Mark took to the lighting business with his usual gusto and soon
became a leading gaffer himself. He had a good eye for lighting, an
eye for beauty, as well as brilliant technical skills to back it up. He
went to the U.S to industry trade shows, made many friends and
contacts there and opened up some great supply contacts for many
of us here. He invested in equipment and was the first to bring newly
released 4k Pars to New Zealand, which we thought were game
changing at the time, as well as the Xenons which were a first for the
Film Lighting industry here also.

Andie would later become a leading NZ youth ski racer, and I hereby
offer a full slab (24 cans) and/or a top Central Otago Pinot Noir, to
anybody that can beat her from the top of Coronet peak to the bottom. I can assure you it is both frightening and beautiful to behold.
The calling came, after moving to Queenstown, to become a Location Scout and later, a 1st Assistant Director.
The role of 1st Assistant Director suited Mark to a tee. He had impeccable organisational skills and an ability to think and adapt on the
fly with his in-depth knowledge of the inner workings of the industry
from his time on the “factory floor” as I call it. This knowledge also
gave him a unique perspective, in terms of seeing the working day
through the eyes of the technicians as well as the producers. He respected everyone’s contribution to the process, and he tried always
to allow people the time to do their job to their required standards as
well as trying to keep the bosses happy at the spreadsheet end.
Under his sometimes-gruff exterior, booming voice and larger than
life presence, Mark was a soft, caring and gentle giant. He was first
and foremost a protector. He had a genuine respect and concern for
not only his family, friends, colleagues and workmates but his fellow
man/woman, and humanity in general.

Mark was fastidious in both work and life and had an eye for detail,
for organisation and good decision making so it was no surprise that
bigger and better things were calling.
The eye for detail and beauty and the good decision making were
evident early, when in the mid 90’s he met and didn’t hesitate to
marry the amazing Phillipa Jane Gillings, or to many of us “Mrs Goat”
in the summer of 1997. Many of you will know Pip, whom has worked
through the ranks in production from an early age, and is now a leading NZ production manager. Together they made a powerful force,
both in life and in the film industry.
After a successful period in lighting in Auckland, Mark and Pip moved
to Queenstown to be close to his beloved mountains. Mark had an
affinity with the mountains and it was this environment that he wanted
to share with Pip, and to bring up their young daughter Andie.

Mark also had a unique sense of humour, and his ability to dish out a
good mocking made him an expert at this particular pastime. No one
was exempt, and he didn’t care if you were royalty or pauper. It was
always done with great gusto and was always intended to amuse and
bring out laughter in people. Humour and laughter were Marks currency. He invested heavily in this and was to reap the rewards tenfold.
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Mark had been a member of the Technicians Guild since 1999, and
has been a staunch supporter of the Blue Book and crew safety and
conditions ever since. He was to become an executive member of
the Queenstown Branch of the Guild and recently was involved with
a strict re-edit of the latest Blue book, and offered some great suggestions of points that needed updating.
Mark and Pip would go on to start their own Queenstown based
production company, MAP Productions. MAP has serviced many
offshore and local commercials as well as adventure based production projects here.
Their work on the month long New Zealand leg of the Go-Pro
hero3 release video is one of their projects, and an amazing piece
of cinematographic art. It is on YouTube and I recommend you take
the time to watch this 4-minute piece. It took them on an adventure
from the Bay of Islands to the Central Plateau and to the rivers and
mountains of the South. Mark told me it was one of the most satisfying jobs of his career, combining his love of adventure and testing his
planning and logistic skills, moving a team of young adventure sports
athletes, Go-Pro techs, and despite its small size, a huge number of
camera cases and accessories around New Zealand. He confided
in me that the most challenging part of the job was convincing the
youthful Go-Pro team that to make the day they would have to be up
and ready to leave the hotel before 7am, a concept they had previously struggled with.
Mark and Pip also went on to find a niche in working on, and organising a number of VFX shoots that would come to New Zealand to do
plate shots for movies and commercials.
Mark 1st AD’d the VFX unit on the recent Alien Covenant shoot in
Milford Sound, Pip working alongside him as local Production Manager on both main and VFX units.
The same was to be for the VFX shoot for the newly released ‘Murder on the Orient Express’.
I sat with Mark and listened as he told me the story, and it soon
became one of my “I wish I was on that job”, jobs. Mark spoke of the
journey of wading through the safety, compliance and permissions
red tape with the many parties involved, of chartering their own train,
sourcing old carriages in the rail yards in Dunedin with good friend
and collaborator Harry, and refitting them to accommodate a 280
degree multi camera setup outside the last carriage, another carriage stripped out to accommodate the banks of computer screens
and tech geeks, a carriage for the camera equipment cases and a
carriage as a production office and crew lounge. He noted it was
important from time to time to just sit and look out the window to also
enjoy the majestic scenery on the many South Island rail routes that
this cinematographic journey had taken them through.
Alas, it wasn’t to be that Mark was able to see their work in its
final form.
As the film was released in New Zealand, Mark was on another
journey. His Final Journey. A journey that he undertook with bravery,
courage and dignity.
As a tribute to Mark, please take the time to go and enjoy this amazing
film, and at the end when everyone leaves, sit for a while... and after
some minutes you will see Marks name rolling up on the Big Screen.

A fitting end for a Big Man, with a big personality, a big heart, Who
Lived a Big Life.
Mark, Pip and Andie would also like to thank everyone from the
bottom of their hearts, for the support, help, goodwill and heart felt
messages they received from the industry group and from the many
individuals within it. Mark was incredibly humbled by this.
It was also Marks wish, that his ashes be scattered over The Remarkables Mountains in Queenstown. We will hold a Goat Memorial Ski
weekend next year at The Remarkables, to celebrate The Goats life,
share our stories and have a few laughs (and drinks) and all are welcome to attend. I will post an invitation online when the time comes.
He also instructed me to ensure that Andie Leigh Gillings starts 1
Minute behind everyone at the commemorative downhill ski race. She
will probably win anyway but just to be sure I’m revoking my free beer
and wine clause for this event.
Go well Goat. we’ll see you in the Mountains.
Sean O’Neill
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NEWBIE PROFILE
Daniela (Nani) Conforte is an all ‘round good
sort making her way up the camera department.
We miss her in Wellington, but she’s clearly thriving
in Auckland.
When did you join the film industry? And what was it that attracted you to film?
Back in 2007, in Uruguay, I scored a job as a Locations Assistant/
Runner/Production Assistant for a kids show. On the first day on set I
found myself in the middle of a freezing and not so safe Montevideo’s
old city, at 4 am, giving directions to people and having to be fast on
my feet under lost of pressure.
Then I looked around at the mayhem and the amount of gear and
people working together and couldn’t help but to feel like I belonged.
By wrap it was also my first overtime day and to my surprise instead of
being tired and sick of it I was just hooked.
What do you enjoy most about the work?
Only years afterwards would I have understood how much like and
addiction this line of work really is. So what attracted me to film work
was the team work and the people, the pressure, the weird hours, the
lack of routine, the physical work, the outside work, the mix of technical
and creative drives, the gratifying accomplishment we feel at the end
of each day.
Then I moved to New Zealand in 2009 and went to the Film School in
Wellington as I had no idea how to get into the industry here, and also
needed a good introduction to kiwi culture and idiosyncrasy.
It was a great course back then, and also got to shoot quite a bit of
16mm which I took for granted and now kick myself for film was about
to disappear from our reach.
The plan worked and so I ended up getting my first job on a TV feature
thanks to the School and the tutors I met there. Early on I knew the
dream was to be a shooter one day (it still is). I thought the best way to
go at it was to get into lighting as I find light the most fascinating and
challenging technical aspect.
So I tried and lit music videos and short films and no budget films, and
I still do whenever I can, but eventually they started to give me work in

camera and I was hooked again. Fast forward eight years and here I
am still loving every bit of it.
I work as a Second Assistant Camera and now they’ve started to push
me up to be a cheeky First when we have extra cameras or units.
The New Zealand film industry is packed with amazing, kind and generous seasoned professionals that won’t hesitate to share knowledge,
advice and encourage young team members to get out there and start
doing it themselves. Thanks to these fine people I’ve been able to start
shooting little things here and there, their help has gone as far as facilitating free gear and the most invaluable tips and feedback.
Why did you choose to join the Screen Industry Guild? What
do you want to get out of your membership of the Guild?
It’s a very special place to be and I am thankful for it everyday. Most of
these great technicians belong to the Guild and always advocate for
everyone to join and I should have done it earlier and I’m not too sure
why I hadn’t. I believe in power in numbers and I’ve relied on the Blue
Book to have my back. As a contractor who doesn’t have many securities I like the idea of someone having our backs as the conditions and
contracts change and evolve.

Are you a member of

UPDATING NOW!

2017/18
addition

THE DATA BOOK
community?
Promote your business to over 4000 national
& international website visitors per month

GET YOUR FREE LISTING!

Go to our website and click on “List Your Business”

www.databook.co.nz
Contact: listings@databook.co.nz

*Use the coupon code: NZTECHO to receive your 20% guild discount
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NEW MEMBERS

We appreciate
the support of:

Join us in giving our new members a warm welcome!
Jeasy Sehgal: Auckland Post Production
Mason Bennett: Auckland Camera
Craig Muirhead: Auckland Lighting
Sara Beale: Auckland Costume
Emily Carter: Auckland Costume
Seru Mar: Auckland Caterer
Daniela Conforte Vasconcellos: Auckland Camera
John McNicholas: Auckland Sound
Neal Wagstaff: Auckland Camera
Jon Lithgow: Auckland Art
Brenden Holster: Auckland Camera
Thomas Markham-Short: Auckland Camera
Bridget Bolton-Riley: Auckland Production
Tara Landry: Auckland Production
Peta Sinclair: Auckland Locations
Lachlan Justice: Auckland Camera
Annie Dodman: Auckland Production
Petelo Vaihu: Auckland Art
Mario de Mendoza: Auckland AD
Ross McGarva: Auckland Art
Steven Harris: Auckland Sound
Alex Campbell: Auckland Camera
Steph Mohi: Auckland Camera
Naomi Campbell: Wellington Costume
Jan Kleinheins: Wellington Grip
Eddie Tyrie: Wellington Lighting
Alicia Williams: Wellington Production
Ra Vincent: Wellington Art
Daniel Williams: Wellington Lighting
Rachael Rowe: Queenstown AD
Simon Riley: Queenstown Locations
Scott Donaldson: Queenstown Production
Clayton Tikao: Queenstown Locations
Rebecca Rowe: Queenstown Production
Ronnie Shum: Queenstown Production
Mandy Horan: Queenstown Locations
Kelly Hohneck: Queenstown Production

NEW
688

12-INPUT FIELD PRODUCTION MIXER WITH 16-TRACK RECORDER
•UNSURE OF WHO WILL SPEAK NEXT CAPTURE AUDIO WITH EITHER MIXASSIST™
OR DUGAN SPEECH SYSTEM™
•NEVER WAIT ON SOUND WITH QUICKBOOT
•ONE MIXER/RECORDER FOR DOCOS TO DRAMA
OPTIONS: CL-12 LINEAR FADER CONTROLLER FOR FINGERTIP MIXING
SL-6 SUPERSLOT HOLDS AND CONTROLS UP TO 6 WIRELESS RECEIVERS

For the complete Sound Devices range...and in depth sound advice
talk to the team at Sound Techniques
we listen and give sound advice
Unit 3, Ambury Court, 1 Porters Ave, Eden Tce, Auckland Ph (09) 366 1750 www.soundtq.co.nz
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VISIT

ScreenSafe.co.nz

Health and Safety for the Screen Industry

Helping create safe workplaces
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NATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD
President
Richard Bluck 021 449 124
Vice president
Sioux Macdonald 021 969 609
Treasurer
Nick Treacy 021 280 8950
Auckland chair
Brendon Durey 021 866 977
Wellington chair
Richard Bluck 021 449 124
Queenstown chair
John Allan 0274 301 604
For full committee listing and contact
details please email:
info@screenguild.co.nz

SCREEN INDUSTRY GUILD
AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND
OFFICE
Karla Rodgers, executive officer
Jane Scott, accounts officer
Tel: 09 8899522
PO Box 68-294, Newton, Auckland 1145
info@screenguild.co.nz
editor@screenguild.co.nz
accounts@screenguild.co.nz
www.screenguild.co.nz
facebook.com/NZFVTG

CREW REPS
Remember to organise a crew rep on your next production. A crew rep, preferably someone
who is familiar with The Blue Book, is the most efficient way to keep the lines of communication
open between the producer and the crew.

Screen Industry Guild office hours
Monday to Friday, 9am to 3.30pm
Outside these hours, please leave a
phone message or email us.
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